
Pre-flight Checklist for Electric RC Model Aircraft

Before the first flight of a new model, make sure it is thoroughly checked. The 
importance of this pre-flight check cannot be over-emphasised

Checklist before the maiden flight of a new model or after repair

1. Weight Is the model over weight?

2. Balance
Is the centre of gravity (fore and aft) at forward end 
of the range shown on the plans?
Is the model balanced side to side? (right and left 
wings of equal weight)?

3. Alignment

Are all flying surfaces at the proper angle relative to 
each other?
Are  there  any  twists  in  the  wings?  (other  than 
designed wash in or wash out)?
Is the down thrust and side thrust correct?
Tricycle Undercarriage models. Is the length of the 
front strut set so the underside of the wing is parallel 
to the ground?

4. Control 
surfaces

Are they all securely attached? (hinges glued, tape 
firmly attached?
Are  the  control  throws  in  the  proper  direction and 
recommended amount?
Are the control surfaces able to move freely?  
Are the control  surfaces centred with the TX trims 
centred?

5. Controls

Are the servos securely mounted
Have all linkages been checked to make sure they 
are secure?
Are all snap-links closed?
Have snap-links been used on both ends of the 
pushrod (They are likely to unscrew when used on 
both ends)
Are  the  servo  arms  secured  with  the  retaining 
screw?

6. Brushless 
motor ESC 
and battery

Is the motor mounted securely?
Is the correct size propeller fitted?
Has the propeller been balanced?
Is the flight battery charged?



Is the battery secured (Velcro straps etc)?
Has the maximum and minimum RPM points been 
calibrated in the ESC?
Has the motor been test run and does the propeller 
spin in the right direction?

7. Radio

Is the transmitter battery charged?
Has the correct model been selected on the TX?
Has a full range check been performed?
Have the receiver and battery been protected from 
vibration and shock?
Is the receiver's antenna fully extended (VHF) and 
external to the model?
If (2.4G) antenna is not placed within a fuselage if 
covered in any sort of metallic covering? Or near 
carbon fibre or metal pushrods ?
Is the TX antenna extended (VHF)

After repair

Repeat all the above checklist with particular attention to the areas that were 
dismantled during repairs. 

Before every flight

1 Aircraft Check aircraft for any damage. Include propeller.
Check for free and full movement of all control 
surfaces.

2 Radio Is their sufficient charge in the transmitter battery?
Has the correct model been selected on the TX? 
Is the TX antenna extended (VHF)


